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ABSTRACT:   

Digital Literature is a genre of literature where we find the computerize literary text and these types of texts are available 
in digital devices like laptops, tablets , mobile etc. In 21st Century digitalization of literary or any other texts is the most 
authentic way of preservation for future generation. Now adays digital literature is the prime branch of Digital Humanities 
.We must say that digitalization of  literary texts become the major resource for researchers .The task of writings or 
researching is quite easier in the age Internet. Motion graphics, animation , screen capture these element makes digital 
literature more interesting, as a result textual element have become secondary and visual elements have primary 
importance.  

KEYWORDS:  Digital Literature, Hypertext, Digital Humanities, Digitalization, Hyperfiction etc. 

DIGITAL LITERATURE: PRIME SOURCE OF UNDERSTANDING LITERATURE: As a student of literature , 
we are very much depend on Youtube videos, online literary blogs, PDF literary articles. If any one want to understand 
the central idea of ‘Hamlet’ he or she quickly search on Google the short summary of Hamlet or search a short video on 
youtube , we believe this is the most quicker and dependable source of knowledge . Manual books are replaced by 
Amazon Kindle Editions. Even our government takes initiatives for digitalization of both literary and non- literary text ( 
e.g. National Digital Library ,eBooks, Digital India Book etc.) 

 

FILM : A PERFECT MEDIUM OF DIGITAL LITERATURE: Literature is the mixture of humor and pathos of 
human mind and film provides a motion in human circumstances , therefore film is more realistic than literature. The film 
adaption of ‘ Hamlet’ as ‘ Haider’ is more popular than the original English text. Literature can be considered as the 
written form of communication between the author and the readers, film/films on the other hand is the verbal and visual 
form communication. Moreover laymen like us considers film as the purest form of entertainment than literature. But we 
must consider that both film and literature has similar aim to create sublimity in human mind and remove vice and follies 
of society.  

As per my observation film is a genuine source of preservation of  literary texts as moving picture. Adaption of films have 
many sources for e.g. theatre , fiction, music, painting etc. All these sources find more vitality with technique of stage, 
lighting, direction, movements, gesture, characterization etc. Film adaption of literary text is an old tradition to provide 
social commentary. 

Animation pictures is also one of the purest form of digitalizing literary texts. 

For example , animation picture of Jonathan Swift’s ‘ Gulliver Travels’ and Kipling’s ‘ Jungle Book’ was the finest 
source of entertainment for 90’s kids. 

Animation pictures of ‘ Mahabharata’ and ‘ Ramayana’ are examples of digitalization of our old classical texts. 

George Bluestone’s phenomenal book “ Novels into Film” starts with the basic differences that exist between visual 
communication and written communication. Bluestone argues that , things that shape film from an work of art have some 
unavoidable difference but there message is same towards society.  
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DIGITAL HUMANITIES : AS A THEORY OF DIGITALIZATION OF LITERARY TEXT: 

There are two words in the term ‘digital humanities’—‘digital’ and ‘humanities’. Humanities is a traditional form critical 
understanding whereas ‘’digital humanities” is a combination of both  traditional and technological approach towards 
various text-based discourse, which study art, culture, philosophy, politics etc. Digital humanities is a new way which 
uses information technology as a tool of research in the field of traditional humanities. 

The particular theory began with the efforts of an Italian Jesuits priest Father Roberto Busa(1913-2011), a pioneer in the 
application of computers to linguistics and literary analysis. The development of digital humanities is recent. Digital 
humanities has many synonyms like, humanities computing, e-humanities, humanist informatics, library and information 
science, linguistic computing etc. The term ‘ digital humanities’ found its health with the publication of path breaking 
book “ Companion to Digital Humanities” (ed. Susan Schreibman , Ray Siemens and John Unsworth , Blackwell, 2005)  

For the young researchers digital humanities works as prolific research tool( e.g. Shodhganga, Sodhsindhu, eBooks, 
MOOCs ect.) 

Digital humanities promotes and up brings our knowledge of culture through digital culture. Digital humanities 
established a link between hypertext and postmodern/poststructuralism, therefore its worth reading. 

 

HYPERTEXT  AND LITERARY THEORY: A COMPARATIVE STUDY:  Hypertext is a text which contains links 
to other text, it basically a electronic text. Hypertext is not limited it contains images, graphics, videos etc. It is changing 
in manner and it remakes and is re- made without cease. 

Literary theorist consider text as an open subject . They use the word ‘text’ in a bit similar to electronic text or digital text. 

Hypertext is not linear or narrow, rather it is open or multilinear. The sources of hypertext is vast , and nowadays it is the 
basic tool for researchers . 

Literary theorist consider the text as field of interpretations, writers or critics can draw their information from multiple 
ways. 

Researchers or readers of hypertext , can use it in their own ways according to their purpose. 

Literary theorist also give freedom to readers or critics to interpret the text according to their own sake ( e.g. Reader- 
Response Theory). 

Hypertext is related to other text or it is a network of connection to other text. 

Theorist like Derrida consider text as co relational to other text, thus forming a   non- linear chain. 

HYPERFICTION:   Hyperfiction is a 21st Century term, it is new narrative technique not in papers but in computer. It is 
also developing the field of hypermedia. Hyperfiction  is the basis of our many computer games and animation movies. 
This is also a pure pedagogical tool. The PPT, Youtube videos , online teaching learning materials are all in the list of 
hyperfiction. 

The cartoon shows of Walt Disney, the film adaption of ‘ Harry Potter’ “ The Lord of the Rings’, ‘ The Hobbit’ all under 
the categories of hyperfiction. Nowadays most of us depending on hypermedia or digital humanities for shorthand 
information. 
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The term can also be used for traditionally published books in which multilayered narrative and interactive narrative is 
achieved through internal references--- for example : James Joyce’s ‘ Ulysses’ , Valadimir Nabakov’s ‘ Pale Fire’. The 
stream of consciousness technique, the metafiction technique can also be categorized as hyperfiction. 
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